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Introduction 

LookUp TelAviv Passenger Information Systems are based on Transflective FSTN display 

technology and can operate in any ambient light condition and in extreme climates. This 

technology requires almost no backlight when the display is exposed to sunlight, because 

the display becomes bright, brilliant and very visible.  

At night or in cloudy conditions, the high-efficiency backlight is automatically increased 

by an environmental light sensor, so the screen has a superior clarity and readability in 

any ambient light conditions. 

 

Main features 

 

Display Technology: LCD FSTN 

Visible area [L x W mm]: 453 x178 

Resolution [L x W pixels]: 640 x 240 

Multi-language Capability: Yes - Hebrew, Arabic, English 

Display Colors: Black on white 

Pixel Dimensions [L x W mm]: 0.66 x 0.712 

Viewing Angle: 60o 

Operating Temperature Range: -20o C / +80oC 

Connectivity: Modem 3G 

Protection Grade: IP54 

Batteries: 2 x Fiamm 12V 22Ah 

Solar Panel: WP: 40Pmax 
Dimensions [L x W x Hmm]: 665 x 465 x 

34 

Weight: 3.9Kgs 

Rated Voltage: 17.7Vpm 

Certifications: CE, IEC61215, IEC61730 

Audio capability: 20W Optimized for Voice sound 

Operational autonomy: >14 days 
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Structure and dimensions of the Sign 

 

The system has been designed to ensure the best protection against vandalism. The 

screws of the enclosure are designed to be opened only with a custom tool; an automatic 

alarm is triggered whenever the back cover is opened and an email is automatically sent 

to the sign management and maintenance team.   

The cover/doors of the case allowing access to electrical parts and to the battery (inside 

the supporting pole) shall be equipped with closures and locks that require a unique tool, 

so they can be opened only by authorized personnel.  

LookUp TelAviv is equipped with an anti-vandalism, anti-UV, anti-IR and anti-shattering 

glass for maximum protection. The glass of two layered glasses layered with double PVB 

film in between. 
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Structure and dimensions of the supporting pole 

The supporting pole has a double surface treatment, with 

superior weatherproof and anti-graffiti protection. It will be 

installed in such a way that there are no disturbances in the 

viewer line of sight: the sign screen will be clearly visible from 

a distance of 6 meters at least, with no disturbance of 

environmental objects such as plants, lighting poles etc. 
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The photovoltaic panel will be allowed 

tilt/angle of rotation of 360 degrees 

around its horizontal axis (parallel to the 

curb). It is possible to tilt the angle of the 

photovoltaic panel around its vertical axis 

of 10-15 degrees. To enhance 

readability, the display has an inclination 

from the vertical axis of 15 degrees.  
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Energy Management  

The system is developed to reach the maximum performance in terms of power 

management. All the components are chosen to have ultra low power consumption. 

Also, the software that manages the components is developed to control in real time 

the consumption and activate any possible strategy to achieve maximum energy 

efficiency. 

The average daily power consumption of the system is 24 W/day. 

 

Visualization and vocalization of information 

The graphic LCD FSTN display supports both mono-spaced and variable-width fonts, 

and is programmed to show text in Hebrew, Arabic and English: 

 

Thanks to an LED backlight, the icons at the top of the display will be identifiable at all 

hours of the day and night. 

The system has a built-in audio capability for visually impaired people to be informed of 

real time transit information. The audio system is designed for the optimization of 

human voice output: 

 


